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1980s #4
1. Originally authenticated as genuine, only later to be revealed as fake. In 1983, the
Sunday Times published the diaries of who?

2. Which Motown artist gained his first British #1 solo single in September 1984?

3. From 1984, the rich and powerful were mocked every week by _______?

4. 1982, saw the launch of which ‘No Sugar, No Calories’ new soft drink?

5. The small Californian town of Carmel welcomed ______ as its new mayor in 1986?

6. ‘Gissa Job’ was the catchphrase of which unemployed character in the 1980’s?

7. What fictional cash-obsessed character did Harry Enfield create in 1988?

8. In June 1989, 19-year-old Mandy Smith became the wife of which Rolling Stone,
over 30 years her senior?

9. What personal leather-bound organiser became very popular in the 1980’s?

10.Harrison Ford brought this thrill-seeking archaeologist to life in 1981?
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1980s #4
1. Originally authenticated as genuine, only later to be revealed as fake. In 1983, the
Sunday Times published the diaries of who?
Adolf Hitler
2. Which Motown artist gained his first British #1 solo single in September 1984?
Stevie Wonder
3. From 1984, the rich and powerful were mocked every week by _______?
Spitting Image
4. 1982, saw the launch of which ‘No Sugar, No Calories’ new soft drink?
Diet Coke
5. The small Californian town of Carmel welcomed ______ as its new mayor in 1986?
Clint Eastwood
6. ‘Gissa Job’ was the catchphrase of which unemployed character in the 1980’s?
Yosser Hughes (Boys From The Black Stuff)
7. What fictional cash-obsessed character did Harry Enfield create in 1988?
Loadsamoney
8. In June 1989, 19-year-old Mandy Smith became the wife of which Rolling Stone,
over 30 years her senior?
Bill Wyman
9. What personal leather-bound organiser became very popular in the 1980’s?
Filofax
10.Harrison Ford brought this thrill-seeking archaeologist to life in 1981?
Indiana Jones
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